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Introduction

This chapter is a record of interviews with John Roberts, director of the 
Golden Triangle Asian Elephant Foundation, previously the  director of 
 elephants at the Anantara Golden Triangle Resort. This series of  interviews 
was conducted during February 2019 in Chiangmai, and in more depth at 
the Anantara Golden Triangle Resort in October 2019. The interviews had a 
casual and iterative style of discussion. The notes paraphrasing John’s views 
on the topics were collated and then sent to him for comment. The two major 
topics explored were, first, how John become interested in elephant welfare 
issues, and, second, the origins and development of the Anantara Golden 
Triangle Elephant Camp and related activities.

John’s Interest in Elephants

John worked in remote National Parks as a Ranger, enjoying the work, 
the lifestyle and the environments. In 1998 he joined ‘Tiger Tops’ in the 
Chitwan National Park, Nepal, where elephants were used for tourist 
transport and for safety in wildlife viewing. John became immersed 
in the mahouts’ lifestyle, which involved living with the elephants. 
Reflecting on his experiences in Nepal, John regarded some of the 
 individual  elephants as friends, but 20 years on he thinks it unlikely that 
the elephants recognized him as an individual character; rather, he was 
a fact of their life.

Each elephant displayed individual characteristics, and his understand-
ing of this has become important in the way John now selects elephants 
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for particular types of interaction with Anantara’s guests. He cautions that 
 elephants have rather volatile moods: what one will tolerate on one day is 
not always a predictor of how it might behave the following day, either when 
interacting with conspecifics or, particularly, with humans to whom they are 
only loosely bonded.

John’s experiences also led to him consider that mahouts made a 
 number of mistakes. They typically had unrealistically high expectations 
that an  elephant could understand verbal or physical cues (Plotnik et  al., 
2013) and, as a result, mahouts punished the elephant rather than  giving 
it sufficient time to work out in its own mind what it was  expected to do in 
new situations. This was compounded by a tendency to use  different cues 
for a  specific behaviour, expecting an elephant to ‘just understand what is 
needed’. Mahouts also overestimated elephants’ eyesight,  considering them 
stubborn, rather than understanding that an elephant’s thought processes 
and methods for processing its environments are  different from their own 
(McLean, 2014). John added that most captive elephants can respond to no 
more than 70 spoken commands, or cues such as pressure on an ear to direct 
them in a particular direction, but to make use of this ability a mahout must 
be well bonded with his elephant and there has to be mutual trust.

Anantara’s Operations and its Interest in Elephants

Anantara’s range of luxury hotels and resorts is ‘each designed to  enable 
guests to engage with the people, places and stories that make each 
 destination unique’. The owners of Anantara, particularly Mr William E. 
Heinecke, founder and chairman of Minor International, parent company to 
Anantara, have a love for elephants. In 2003, when John joined Anantara, the 
company owned a hotel in Hua Hin where guests could interact with baby 
elephants on a private beach (this practice has since been  discontinued), and 
the five- star Baan Boran Hotel in the Golden Triangle north of Chiangrai. 
Historically, wandering mahouts occasionally brought captive elephants to 
the extensive forested land around the Baan Boran Hotel.

Elephants provided a unique selling proposition for Baan Boran, 
 enabling the owners to combine their love of elephants with a commercial 
 venture. Anantara began by renting four mature elephants from Lampang’s 
Thai Elephant Conservation Centre (TECC). John was recruited in 2003 as the 
elephant manager, responsible for the elephants’ welfare and for developing 
the hotel guests’ enjoyment and experience of elephant tourism.

Anantara introduced a 3- day mahout training package (the Mahout 
Experience) to allow guests to have the experience of working with an 
 elephant without having to undergo the strenuous labour or time  investment 
of an alternative 30- day course offered in the TECC, Lampang. Other 
 advantages of deriving their elephant experience from an internationally 
 operating  hotel brand were confidence in such things as public  liability 
 insurance, staff welfare and human resource training, compliance with 
health and safety  regulations, as well as, of course, a comfortable bed, good 
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food and hot showers. Tourists enjoyed this and most were able to pass a 
simple ‘driving test’ with their elephant and receive a certificate. A shorter  
(1 1/2 h) version of the mahout training was later introduced.

In 2013, Anantara began the ‘Elephant Learning’ guest experience and in 
2016 a ‘Walking with Giants’ activity. The latter is now the most popular with 
guests from Western Europe, the USA and Australia. Walking with Giants 
is not harmful to the elephants and provides vital exercise that even free 
 roaming does not (Bansiddhi et al., 2019), along with a chance to interact with 
conspecifics in varied natural habitats. John is monitoring the popularity of 
the mahout experiences. If it becomes truly unpopular he will have to replace 
it with a similar exercise (Norkaew et al., 2018) for those elephants who don’t 
like strangers walking alongside them.

How Does Anantara Differ from Other Elephant Tourism Venues?

The leisurely and elephant- focused Mahout Experience, Walking with 
Giants and Elephant Learning Experience contrast with visits to a typical 
large  elephant camp, where there could be 3000 visitors per day. Visitors to 
those camps are shepherded in groups between the various elephant shows, 
 spectacles, rides and other activities such as shopping and dining. These 
camps do not facilitate any bonding between visitors and elephants. In such 
camps elephants are busy most of the day, or kept waiting for their next 
 activity, sometimes on hard surfaces or in direct sunlight.

Anantara limits an elephant to two or three short activities spaced out 
over a day, with a maximum of five hours of walking, and with only a few 
guests to optimize stress- free interaction. Elephant contact hours, basic 
health and behaviour are recorded daily and entered into a central  database, 
which is monitored by the veterinary team. The shorter guest contact time 
has to generate the income to support the elephant for 24 hours and  during 
Thailand’s lower guest seasons. John points out that, from a  business 
 perspective,  elephants and mahouts are fixed costs, requiring the same 
 financial input whether or not they are interacting with guests.

The three distinct activities provided at Anantara allow elephants 
to  participate according to their character rather than being forced into a 
 riding, walking or purely passive activity against that elephant’s specific 
needs. John is keen to point out that they also have elephants on site that 
do not take part in any activity and that guests never meet because they 
have shown  dislike for all activities – it is their funding model and support 
from Anantara’s other income streams, however, that allows them to do this 
 despite the extra costs.

Anantara offers close interaction with an elephant at a scale of  operation 
of only a few people a day. In their increasingly popular Walking with Giants 
activity, guests accompanied by a mahout walk beside an elephant along 
 jungle trails slowly, enabling the elephant to forage. The activity, as with 
the Mahout Experience, has built- in periods for the elephants to  interact 
with each other in their environment but the guests retreat to a suitable 
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distance for safety and to observe natural elephant behaviour. This delights 
and  fascinates guests. The setup also allows John to keep elephants that 
do not like guest interaction in areas of forest where guests either will not 
 encounter them, or can watch them from the safety of a very long distance 
such as  during the Elephant Learning Experience, during which guests are 
 accompanied by a member of the veterinary team.

Many guests enjoy elephant- hugging, but some elephants do not want 
to be hugged by people – they are averse to noise, crowds and being touched 
other than by an experienced mahout. Hugging an elephant can quickly 
 become dangerous, particularly as few tourists can read an elephant’s body 
language. When necessary, a mahout uses his hook to separate an elephant 
from humans before any threat escalates.

A hook is effective in controlling the elephant as an extension of the 
 mahout’s arm rather than as a weapon, but even this is discouraged to 
 prevent mahouts relying on it. However, John insists mahouts carry a hook in 
their backpack because its true value is in controlling unforeseen dangerous 
situations without harming the elephant, and for the safety of all  concerned 
(Bansiddhi et al., 2019).

How ‘Natural’ is Life for an Elephant at Anantara?

Both Thailand’s provisional Draft Elephant Act (Part 2, Section 47) and the 
International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Asian Elephant 
Specialist Group Guidelines (IUCN Asian Elephant Specialist Group, 2019) 
require captive elephants to be kept chained at night, or contained in strongly 
fenced enclosures. At Anantara most elephants are secured on 30- metre long 
chains attached to stout trees spaced so that they can choose to have contact 
with each other, or to be alone. John considers this preferable to enclosures 
as it provides more space each night and elephants can be moved to different 
areas of the forest when one area is depleted by browsing. John feels chaining 
in this fashion allows the provision of welfare without increasing elephants’ 
stress levels (Bansiddhi et al., 2019). However, in an effort to conform, they 
are experimenting with enclosures for a group of elephants that are friendly 
with each other (Veasey, 2019).

The forests around the hotel provide many types of food required by 
elephants but are degraded, so supplementary feeding is provided. Each 
 elephant has an individual diet plan. Bananas, sugarcane and various types 
of grass are bought from local farmers and brought in fresh daily by small 
trucks that the elephants recognize. It costs about US$12,000 per year to feed 
an elephant, which consumes 250 kg of food per day (that figure increases to 
$18,000 when John factors in feeding and paying the mahout and his  family). 
Elephants also drink a lot of water; they like to spray it over themselves and 
to bathe in pools or streams. The hotel is situated above the banks of the 
Ruak River, about 500 metres from its confluence with the Mekong, so water 
is plentiful, but some elephants seem to enjoy taking purified water from 
hosepipes, both to drink and to spray over themselves. Also absent in this 
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area are salt licks, so mineral blocks are placed in the grazing areas for the 
elephants.

What is Happening to Elephant Populations in Thailand?

Recent changes in elephant registration (Thailand Director of CITES, 2017) 
mean that the captive elephant population in Thailand is known fairly 
 accurately. In 2018 there were 3783 with detailed ‘pink book’ registration 
documents, which give identifying information to include DNA- based script. 
These certificates have to be shown by the owner when an  inspection is con-
ducted by the authorities or by auditors, and are required when an  elephant 
is moved to a different administrative area within Thailand. However, 
 sometimes elephants are brought in for specialized veterinarian care from 
neighbouring countries such as Myanmar. These elephants are microchipped 
and recorded when crossing the frontier, but have no legal Thai standing and 
could not legally join an elephant camp or move out of the border area.

In addition to captive elephants, Thailand also has a population of 
 between 3126 and 3341 wild elephants (IUCN Asian Elephant Specialist 
Group, 2019) living in protected areas of the National Parks, with some 
herds as large as 100 individuals. These can be difficult to manage because 
of the mountainous forest terrain, and they often stray on to neighbouring 
farms, damaging crops and causing violent conflict, sometimes resulting in 
the death of both humans and elephants. In Asia alone an average of 600 
humans and 450 wild elephants die each year as a result of conflicts  between 
humans and elephants (IUCN Asian Elephant Specialist Group, 2019). 
There is no compensation scheme for farmers in Thailand, although other 
 countries such as China have a formal government- funded scheme. Groups 
of wild  elephants also seek contact with each other, causing them to stray 
across roads and  enter villages. John suggests a focus is needed on projects to 
 establish elephant corridors between the wild elephant populations.

Official figures show both the Thai wild and captive elephant popula-
tions are increasing. Captive elephants are sought because they generate 
 income for their owners and camp operators. There is a legal market for 
them among camp owners and so breeding at this point in time is large- 
scale and successful; a mature elephant is currently valued at around $56,000 
(Schmidt- Burbach, 2017), with anecdotal conversations mentioning prices 
sometimes in excess of $100,000. The Chiangmai Chamber of Commerce 
has calculated that an elephant can generate almost $50,000 per year for the 
local economy (including camp revenue, transportation, travel agent fees, 
etc.), also including the purchase of elephant fodder (few camps have land to 
grow their own) and other supplies.

There is no agreement on elephant breeding control due to strong 
 demand from camp owners, interest by Western zoos in elephant  breeding 
and the importance of captive elephants in Thai culture. Population  increase 
is  often presented as conservation of the species despite their current 
 apparent  fecundity in the wild, however unfounded. John feels this argument 
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is the one most often made when he debates these issues with the elephant 
 community at large.

Has Concern about Captive Elephant Welfare Increased?

Around 2010, awareness of poor conditions for captive animals at many 
tourist locations led to moves by Western origin country tour operators to 
introduce guidelines and monitoring for their management, with  sanctions 
against those camps that did not accept or implement them. Soon the 
Association of British Travel Agents (ABTA) undertook a similar project 
for its many member companies with technical advice from the Born Free 
Foundation. Separate books of standards were published for particular 
 animal species, including one for elephants. These early control systems, and 
in particular the monitoring of them, were not entirely based on elephant 
experience and needs, but reflected popular concerns; for example, about 
potential harm from riding on elephants or the cruelty thought to be entailed 
in training elephants to perform humanistic acts such as painting, which had 
attracted adverse media attention.

Sanctions were to exclude non- compliant camps from the major tour 
 operators’ lists of approved destination activities (this was partly in response 
to EU regulations, which had recently made tour operators legally liable for 
their clients’ welfare and have recently been updated (Commissioner for 
Justice Consumers and Gender Equality, 2018), and sustainability  auditing 
companies such as Travelife for Tour Operators that began to hold  operators 
liable for the sustainability of their own supply chain. The result was the 
 unintended creation of a further set of unemployed elephants and  elephant 
owners as visitor numbers to these camps began to fall off. Some less 
 compliant camp operators responded by turning to the newly  developing 
outbound Chinese tourism market, which made up 58% of Thailand’s 
 inbound market in 2019.

By early 2019 the captive elephant tourism industry in Thailand 
 appeared to have split into those camps that claimed a more elephant- centric 
approach, with elephant welfare as the core value, and another set of camps 
where the focus was on attracting and entertaining large numbers of paying 
visitors with elephant performances. However, deeper investigation showed 
that  holistic elephant management was still largely independent of  activities 
advertised (Bansiddhi et  al., 2018). There was little consensus as to what 
 actually constituted best practice, with some of the practices assumed to be 
more ‘modern’ or ‘better for elephants’ welfare actually being counterpro-
ductive (e.g. overfed, under- exercised elephants have been found to be more 
highly stressed), and some of the presumed ‘outlawed’ elephant activities 
actually providing necessary enrichment and exercise when undertaken in 
the right circumstances (Bansiddhi et al., 2019).

Hence the urgent need for a group such as the Asian Captive Elephant 
Working Group (ACEWG, www. acewg. org) to help define elephants’ actual 
rather than presumed needs, and then to advise willing camps on how best 
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to meet these needs. The ACEWG, of which John sits as co- chair, concentrates 
on setting science- based guidelines that can be used by organizations intent 
on auditing for welfare; facilitating access to specialist vets and providing 
opportunities for scientific assessment of elephant behaviour and stress 
 levels under various conditions while identifying gaps where new scientific 
 research is needed and supporting scientists in filling those gaps.

How Does Anantara Seek to Improve Conditions for Captive 
Elephants?

In 2006, Anantara set up the Golden Triangle Asian Elephant Foundation 
(GTAEF) as its in- house foundation (see www. helpingelephants. org) to 
 encourage better treatment of elephants by the many small camps in the 
 region. GTAEF funds workshops on positive reinforcement training  methods, 
environmental enrichment workshops and, in Surin Province,  elephant vet-
erinary care and providing English language and conservation education 
for mahouts’ children. Anantara and the Foundation also support onsite 
 research into elephants’ needs, their cognition and thought  processes through 
a long- term partnership with the US- based not- for- profit Think Elephants 
International. Other ongoing projects include working with the Chiangmai 
University’s Faculty of Occupational Therapy to develop and implement an 
‘elephant therapy’ programme to help both elephants and  autistic children.

GTAEF also works to help wild elephants stay wild, currently working 
in and around two Thai National Parks and, perhaps most notably, since 
2013 has funded the protection of an 18,000- ha elephant corridor of stand-
ing  forest in the Cardamom Mountains, where there was previously no 
 government or other on- the- ground protection and where both poaching of 
meat and felling of timber were rife.

“We had read Dr Josh Plotnik’s work long before we met him,  particularly 
his groundbreaking mirror self- recognition study, so when we got the 
chance to work with him and his foundation, Think Elephants International, 
we jumped at the chance (Dale and Plotnik, 2017). With so many opinions 
out there, some born of experience and expertise but also born of folklore, 
 superstition and emotion, we agreed with Josh that we needed as much 
 scientific study as possible to help us know for sure about elephants’ needs 
in order to best look after them in captivity and protect them in the wild.

We built a dedicated research facility and have since taken part in many 
studies, including those that proved Asian elephants can be self- aware, in 
 vision and in body, can cooperate to undertake novel tasks, rarely  follow 
 visual clues but have an even more acute sense of smell than was ever 
thought, spread seeds of different trees more efficiently than other vectors 
– and a few more unpublished revelations that are embargoed! They have 
also worked with Think Elephants International to develop and roll out a 
 conservation curriculum for Thai schools and are currently helping fund 
Josh’s work  investigating wild elephants in central Thailand.”
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GTAEF Target Training Positive Reinforcement Workshops

Target Training is a method to allow managers and vets to work with a 
range of animals while not sharing a space with those animals. It requires 
purely optional cooperation of the animal and seeks to reinforce preferred 
 behaviours (e.g. presentation of the foot for inspection, opening of the mouth 
for dental inspection) through positive reinforcement.

Dr Gerardo Martinez from Africam Safari ( www. africam. com/  wildlife/ 
index. php) trained an elephant how to present his feet when needing his nails 
trimmed. Since then we have held around two workshops a year,  covering 
four countries in South- east Asia. The training technique has been officially 
adopted by two government departments in charge of their own elephants 
and has positively affected the training of thousands of elephants.

Target Training allows vets and managers to work even with aggressive 
or sick and in-pain elephants safely, without having to risk anaesthetic or very 
restrictive close confinement. It also encourages a mahout to train his  elephant 
to do something new through purely positive methods and to try and under-
stand the elephant’s thought processes (Martinez and Roberts, 2019).

One weakness is that Target Training is a technique where there is a 
 barrier between mahout and elephants. This is not normal practice and so we 
are also working with the Human Elephant Learning Programme (see www. 
h- elp. org), who have developed an elephant- friendly training technique.

John is convinced that, by giving traditional elephant trainers access to 
these new tools in a manner that doesn’t seek to preach and allows them to 
develop both techniques also using their own experiences, we can  continue 
to make great strides both in elephant training and mahout handling of 
 elephants throughout the region.

How Do You Obtain Your Elephants?

Anantara’s model for obtaining elephants was set by Pleum, their first 
 elephant. John met Pleum on Sukhumvit Road in central Bangkok sometime 
in 2005 and got talking to the mahout about joining the then- new project in 
the Golden Triangle. After several months of negotiation they agreed a rent-
al agreement with provision for the mahout’s family to join, with all living 
costs for them and the elephant to be covered as well as a rental fee to allow 
the mahout to make an income and service debts.

The next elephant, Tawan, who had been hit by a car, was purchased 
from the owner for a large amount of money. We have since donated Tawan 
to the Thailand’s Reintroduction Foundation and he is living free in forests 
in Lampang Province.

The owner used this money and some money from the car driver who 
had hit Tawan to buy two more elephants, which he took begging on the 
streets. He presented these to us the next year and asked us to rescue these 
from him too. We refused, realizing that if we bought elephants the owner 
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would just buy another elephant and carry on the same lifestyle. From then 
on, our policy was to rent elephants and work only with mahouts and 
 owners who wanted to work with us and who, to a certain extent, shared our 
 mindset – or who we felt could be persuaded to at least!

Please Give an Example of a Rescued Elephant’s Life

We provide brief profiles of our rescued elephants on our website.1 As an 
 example, Pumpui spent her early life on the street. Shortly before her  mahout, 
Lung Suk, bought her in 2005, she had been hit by a car and lost the baby she 
was carrying. She was very scared of cars and wary of people. Suk and his 
family worked patiently with Pumpui and helped calm her down over time 
but continued travelling with her and spent two years in Pattaya living on 
the streets. Since coming to GTAEF, Pumpui has calmed down further; she is 
still wary of cars and trucks, but now has her friend and constant companion, 
Nong Dah, by her side to reassure her. Few elephants form such friendships 
and building a herd from unrelated elephants is a slow process! Lung Suk 
has since passed away, but his son- in- law still works with Pumpui and is one 
of our star mahouts.

The website describes how her friend Nong Dah came to us at four years 
of age. She came directly from Bangkok, where she had been walking the 
streets at night selling bananas and posing for photos. At four years old, Dah 
had never seen the jungle before, only city concrete and tarmac. Our fears 
that she may have been scared on arrival were quickly dispelled as, being an 
 elephant, she saw our forest as a huge buffet and tried to outeat any nerves 
she may have had. Having never had a proper childhood, Dah was happy to 
get involved in the smaller babies’ games but is always aware of her  advanced 
strength and never abuses it. Now in her mid- teens, Dah is still good friends 
with all of our youngsters but spends most of her time with Pumpui.

Pumpui’s rear right leg had been broken, and had been set incorrectly 
before she arrived here; she tips forward to take some weight off her broken 
leg by leaning on her trunk, but that puts stress on her front left shoulder. 
We try to help with massage. A specialist osteopath, Tony Nevin, visits twice 
a year from the UK, and also trains the staff in how to help her avoid pain 
 during his absence. Guests can come to watch and some like to try their hand.

During my visit Tony and the camp vet Dr Nissa Mututanont stood 
near her talking quietly for half an hour before her mahout brought her 
 forward from the fenced and covered shelter where she stood waiting with 
her friend Dah. Tony spent more time watching her gait as she walked 
with her  mahout under his instructions, then approached her slowly and 
 began to run his hand over her front shoulders. After some time he began 
to push with more force, and she leaned into his hand seeming to enjoy the 
 therapeutic  manipulations. Tony explained that he could offer no cure but he 
could  alleviate her  discomfort and pain. His objective was to get the lymph 
 flowing, but he had to beware switching it off.
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After a while a group of four guests came to watch, standing several 
yards away as instructed by the vet, where Pumpui could see them ( elephants 
have poor forward vision, but are concerned about what is happening 
around them). The guests each spent a few minutes massaging Pumpui 
 under the supervision of the vet and Tony. Then a pickup arrived, carrying 
large bunches of fresh- cut bananas. Pumpui lost interest in her treatment, 
picking up bunches and evidently enjoying eating them. The guests were 
 encouraged to offer her individual bananas and were very enthusiastic about 
the experience.

I asked Tony what he thought of unnatural activities such as elephant 
painting, which is not practised at Anantara but which I had seen elsewhere. 
Tony said that he had recently been to a camp in Cambodia where he was 
sold a new sweatshirt and told to put it on over a waterproof plastic  cagoule. 
A mahout then brought some paint pots from which his elephant drew up 
trunkfuls of different colours and squirted them over Tony’s new  sweatshirt. 
Tony’s opinion was that the elephant enjoyed this natural  spraying  behaviour, 
as did he. However, the painting method is rather different and less  freeform 
in most elephant painting exhibitions, where the elephant is  required to hold 
a brush in its trunk, and its painting is usually guided by the mahout, which, 
like all activities, can be positive enrichment and be trained through positive 
reinforcement but which relies on skilled practitioners to do so – something 
that cannot be guaranteed.

Do You Provide Other Training for Elephant Carers?

John’s staff training is about the way Anantara wants to present elephants 
to its guests, or about specialist procedures such as Tony’s massage demon-
strations. The mahouts also learn standard ways of controlling elephants to 
minimize any potential danger to guests and to enable any of them to control 
each elephant.

The elephants are not able to come close to the main hotel, although 
they can readily be seen from various vantage points. Most guest- facing 
staff have little experience or knowledge of elephants; they are recruited for 
 specific skills such as languages and their training in reception, restaurant or 
bar work. All staff take a short introductory programme about Anantara’s 
 elephants when they join the hotel.

What New Developments is Anantara Planning?

The nature of competition is that hotels are constantly updating and 
 improving their services to guests. John showed me a new building  under 
construction away from the main hotel, which will provide upmarket 
 overnight  accommodation. It is raised above the jungle floor and surrounded 
by an electrified fence enabling more elephants to enter its compound while 
 remaining separate from other elephant groups. This ‘Jungle Bubble’ will 
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give guests an enhanced view of elephants at night in safety, and from the 
vantage point of their private dining table.

How Will Elephant Tourism Develop over the Next Few Years?

John replied that he hoped tourism will develop in a way that allows us to 
continue to provide welfare for Thailand’s captive elephants; that we lose 
this current focus on ‘this activity is good’ and ‘this activity is bad’ and  allow 
camp managers to manage elephants in such a way as to provide what  science 
tells us best fulfils the elephants’ needs, and which is very often  unconnected 
from what guests see or take part in.

I think there is a great danger in the current Western- dominated argument 
that assumes that a zoo- like setting can provide the best welfare for  elephants. 
Undoubtedly well designed zoo enclosures provide the best welfare for 
 elephants that don’t otherwise have access to natural habitat or a large body of 
qualified handlers, but in range states (the countries where wild elephants live 
naturally) I feel this approach can lead to a reduction in welfare.

Where the Western model has been implemented with apparent  positive 
welfare outcomes, this has been achieved by providing access to large 
 forested areas and, as Jacob Shell points out in Giants of the Monsoon Forest 
(Shell, 2019), they have also been achieved at the expense of saleability. The 
rarity of the experience makes tourists willing to commit large amounts of 
time and money to get to such places. The revenue- generating ability of each 
individual elephant reduces as the number of elephants increases, and, as the 
major costs of keeping an elephant – fodder, mahout wages, etc. – are fixed 
per individual, this is problematic if it drops below the cost of keeping the 
elephant healthy.

Such venues are applaudable and worth visiting, so the model is 
 certainly worth developing, but they cannot provide an answer for feeding 
3782  elephants (not to mention some additional 6000 in Myanmar), espe-
cially as we only have our own assumptions that they do actually always 
represent an improvement in welfare.

Where such facilities have, so far, been replicated in crowded areas, with 
more elephants in less- than- landscape- sized areas, they have been found to 
be, at best, not significantly different welfare- wise from neighbouring  trekking 
camps and in some cases their elephants showed increased average stress 
(Bansiddhi et al., 2019). This is not surprising as this method of  management 
often results in overprovision of high- energy foods during the only  permissible 
guest interaction, in turn resulting in a lack of exercise, and sometimes  obesity. 
Furthermore access to a natural habitat is forfeited by enclosure, so two of 
the factors considered most important to elephant welfare, exercise and 
 opportunity for meaningful browsing and grazing, are lost (Veasey, 2019). 
Stress levels, if not actual aggression, are more likely to be raised the more 
elephants are added to the smaller space (de Silva et al., 2016).

So, I hope the tourism industry will lose their current fixation on which 
 interaction between people and elephants takes place when guests are 
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present. Leave that to personal preference and get behind a growing  number 
of  science- based welfare standards that camps are voluntarily, or under 
 pressure from Travel Agents, introducing; Travelife for Tour Operators ( www. 
travelife. info), Asian Elephant Camp Standards ( www. elephantstandards. 
com) and Global Spirit ( www. globalspirit. biz) are the current market leaders.

Does Anantara Have Similar Conservation Programmes for Other 
Endangered Species?

We have several; each is locally relevant to a particular property. For 
 example, in southern Thailand we have a project for rare turtles which lay 
their eggs on beaches near the Anantara Mai Khao. We keep the beaches 
clean on a daily basis, educate locals and guests alike, as well as help fund 
a reward scheme for reporting nests to the Phuket Marine Biological Centre 
and the Royal Thai Navy, who provide a safe home for the eggs to hatch 
which enable the young turtles to gain strength before finding their true 
home in the sea (see https://www. anantara. com/ en/ social- responsibility/ 
the- mai- khao- marine- turtle- foundation).

At Anantara Tangalle in Sri Lanka we work with the local wildlife 
 department and IUCN to protect and monitor 90 km of beach, also for 
 nesting turtles; there we are so successful that the nest can be monitored by 
our  supported  rangers and eggs allowed to hatch naturally. In the Maldives 
we work with Coral Reef CPR on a Holistic Approach to Reef Protection 
project which is  currently focused on restoring reefs damaged in the 2015/16 
bleaching events with resistant coral and which recently rediscovered a coral 
thought to have been extirpated from the country as far back as the 1998 
bleaching event there.

Each resort also organizes outreach activities for local orphanages and 
schools so that the children become aware of endangered species and what is 
being done to alleviate their problems.

In Conclusion

We believe that in an ideal world all elephants would be wild and there 
would be no need to discuss elephants’ work. Until we reach that point the 
Golden Triangle Asian Elephant Foundation works with our partner hotels 
to give and promote ethical work for those elephants that are able, while 
providing a safe, healthy environment for those that are not.

Thank you John!

Note

1 Editors’ note – Pumpui is featured on the cover of this book, beside her mahout and the camp 
vet. Also see photo 3 in the Elephant PortraitGallery.
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